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SDPD UCSD SDSD WhistleBlower Banned from Criminal Ralphs Grocery Store, LaJolla Villiage Sq Dr on 8/31/16 within 20 Minutes of arrival their, BEFORE
ARRIVING THEIR Leslie Verbally Stated on her RECORDING Tape Recorder ( that Records BY DATE and TIME) that they Whould do this, How and the
Excuses used for it LITERALLY LITERALLY Ralphs and Leslie called SDPD They never arrived, before leslie left pertaining to Ralphs calling them, and when
Leslie called them she first got rerouted to a Dispathch that she doesnt know if she was connected to SDPD Dispatch?
(As this was Occurring the Volume on leslie phone was Turned down, prohibiting leslie from hearing what the person was saying that answered the first
and secound 911 Call Leslie made at Ralphs ( google that Technique to Gand Stalking Computers Phone Tablet's ) it was'nt done " BY LESLIE" and
Parking Lot pavement cleaning Machines kept going by her as she was trying to hear who first answered the first call to 911 as this was unfolding and
when she called them a Secound time as she was explaining to whomever answered the Phone she needed the Police at Ralphs she requested SDPD and
she was then CUT Off the 911 call WAS DISCONNECTED) before leslie left she waited at least 35 Minutes, in the Parking lot, SDPD never showed, WHY
Did they Not arrive because they Knew leslie was goin to Legally entrapp SDPD for their AT LEAST Gross Neglgence of Duty for not invesigating Ralphs)
On Prior dates, and Location's and the Current Event (S) "See the Gmail PDF Link that was Sent and Pasted into this Blog within the Last week 7 Days
before this 8/31/16 event Clearly Showing that is was Leslies Goal to Use Ralphs to legally Entrapp SDPD, NOW this Blog INDISPUTIBLY Exposes Ralphs
on Audio and Video and SDPD's Connection to a sepearte Ralphs location leslie had to call SDPD on they know leslie records Video and Audio of all
Physical Interactions with Law Enforcement so who's aware of whats exposed in this Blog, ( and Their Lying Maggot ass's will lie about at and on any
venue and call leslie crazy concerning it) meaning that whoever it is Knows Leslie was Baiting the Trapp ,SDPD have no defence concerning the Past and
recent and current Evidence Concerning Ralphs and OTHER CRimes that have /are Happening to Leslie SDPD's way of keeping themselves Psyhsically
Disconnected from the event so their never legally Culpable to at LEAST MIsconduct concerning Ralphs Criminal behaviors, And Think, Disconnecting
leslie from the 911 Call was done covertly meaning leslie can never prove who did itwhile they walk away with the benifit's of it and the eventalso know
lets say thru the tracking of leslie they propp up police to be at and or arrive at places leslie goe's to leslie approach's them and says, look I have
hundreds of Audio files of identicle harrasment occurring around me everyday including Ralphs ( they record the conversation AUDIO and Video) they
then wait and come at leslie either directly by themselves or thru a Staged event wheir another person calls them even leslie at a resting area leslie uses
they arrest leslie for being on the property steal the evidence and claim she never had it then use the recording to claim Miss williams claims people are
repeating harassment around her that is identicle it being done by different people and place we believe she is Mentally Ill METHOD of GangStalking that's
all over the Internet,So witness this and Know TRUTH,.look at the Dates Look at Whats exposed and SEE TRUTH, leslie was targeteing 3 this Time Ralphs
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SDPD and the California Attorney General she bagged two of them so far, witness the next few Items the Instructions attached to them and WITNESS
COMMON SENCE evidence of Conspiracy Collusion and BOLD FACE LIES
Now Observe what is Imediatley Below this PDF Gmail Within the Blog you got this PDF Gamil from Snapscreen Shots showing leslie predicted this
Banning whould occurs towards her thru Tweet's on Twitter within Days of it occurring ( she also predicted it within at least 100 seperate Audio Files on
different Dates and Other Email Files which some are incorporated within this Blog as Well Follow Instructions and you will witness truth
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